The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
The government has recently been pushing for 5G technology, even though that would mean
deploying antennas nationwide emitting frequencies that have never before been tested for health or safety. It
is clear 5G will contribute to mass ecocide. Furthermore, the effect of 5G on the buildings themselves has
not been considered. The buildings are also not meant to be enveloped in these microwaves indefinitely and
have never been engineered to withstand these vibrational forces on them. These infrastructure dense DAS
structures/poles placed intimately close to buildings (as well as humans) will be violating building code. All
building structures must meet strict engineering code requirements for sheer stress, vibrational stress, load
stress, etc. and these are all mathematically calculated and must meet approval in order to be built. None of
the buildings standing today takes into account the vibrational force at the molecular level. Electromagnetic
microwave radiation shakes and causes calcium breakdown in concrete and the like in building structures.
The breaking down of the connective bonds via calcium undermines structural integrity. It causes a
shortening of the life of the building as well as causing unintended consequences to earthquake safety - think
of al the skyscrapers. This may be another great angle of attack as these calculations can be made
quantifiable in all the engineering mathematical equations. All the torque and stress and vibrational issues
must be accounted for during engineering and approval of any structure and it is clear no buildings account
for electromagnetic microwave radiation passing through these building from all these myriad of sources cell towers, Wi-Fi, antennas on buildings, and now 5G dense DAS so close to all buildings. Even if they
could account for these EMR’s passing through, it would never pass because of the breakdown of the
calcium in the concrete. Most buildings use some form of concrete, especially large commercial structures from foundation to holding rebar, etc., including concrete blocks, brick, etc. are all affected. Deploying 5G
could literally cripple our nation’s infrastructure.
Please make America’s infrastructure GREAT again,

